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ABSTRACT
The American University in Cairo, Egypt
Performability of Integrated Networked Control Systems
Name: Eslam Abd Elatif Moustafa Abd Elatif
Supervisors: Prof. Hassanein H. Amer and Dr. Ramez M. Daoud

A direct sensor to actuator communication model (S2A) for unmodified Ethernetbased Networked Control Systems (NCSs) is presented in this research. A comparison
is made between the S2A model and a previously introduced model including an inloop controller node. OMNET simulations showed the success of the S2A model in
meeting system delay with strict zero packet loss (with no over-delayed packets)
requirements. The S2A model also showed a reduction in the end-to-end delay of
control packets from sensor nodes to actuator nodes in both Fast and Gigabit switched
Ethernet-Based. Another major improvement for the S2A model is accommodating
the increase in the amount of additional load compared to the in-loop model.
Two different controller-level fault-tolerant models for Ethernet-based Networked
Control Systems (NCSs) are also presented in this research. These models are studied
using unmodified Fast and Gigabit Ethernet. The first is an in-loop fault-tolerant
controller model while the second is a fault-tolerant direct Sensor to Actuator (S2A)
model. Both models were shown via OMNeT++ simulations to succeed in meeting
system end-to-end delay with strict zero packet loss (with no over-delayed packets)
requirements. Although, it was shown that the S2A model has a lower end-to-end
delay than the in-loop controller model, the fault-tolerant in-loop model performs
better than the fault-tolerant S2A model in terms of less total end-to-end delay in the
fault-free situation. While, on the other hand, in the scenario with the failed
controller(s), the S2A model was shown to have less total end-to-end delay.
Performability analysis between the two fault-tolerant models is studied and
compared using fast Ethernet links relating controller failure with reward, depending
on the system state. Meeting control system’s deadline is essential in Networked
Control Systems and failing to meet this deadline represents a failure of the system.
Therefore, the reward is considered to be how far is the total end-to-end delay in each
state in each model from the system deadline. A case study is presented that
simultaneously investigates the failure on the controller level with reward.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are two types of networks either control networks or data
communication networks. Manufacturing control has been moving more and more
towards distributed implementations of control systems. Networks are used to
communicate the data, instead of using traditional point-to-point communication.
Networks require less wiring and less maintenance compared to a point-to-point
architecture. Such networks carry a large number of small control signals between
many nodes and these signals have to meet the delay constraints of real-time control
systems. The main difference between such control networks and conventional data
networks is that control networks must be able to support time-critical applications.
Networked control systems share certain aspects across the range of different
applications.
An NCS is composed of Sensors (S), Actuators (A) and a Controller (K).
Sensors, controllers and actuators communicate together over a network. Sensors send
packets to the controllers which calculate the control action that should be delivered
to the actuators, and these transmissions must meet the control system’s deadline as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Networked Control System
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There are four factors that affect the utilization of the network bandwidth: the
sampling rate, the number of nodes requiring synchronous operation, the size of the
information sent and the protocol used. There are two types of NCS systems either
time-triggered (or clock-driven) or event-triggered. A clock-driven system consists of
sensors and actuators (SAs) with constant sampling periods where samples are taken
at discrete time points. On the other hand, an event-triggered system has continuous
sampling and an event triggers the control process. The time taken by a packet to
travel from S to K and K to A respectively is considered the total end-to-end delay
which includes all types of encapsulation/decapsulation, propagation and queuing
delays.
In this research, a direct sensor to actuator communication model (S2A) for
Ethernet-based Networked Control Systems (NCSs) is presented in this research
where a comparison is made between the S2A model and a previously introduced
model including an in-loop controller node. Then, two different controller-level faulttolerant models for Ethernet-based Networked Control Systems (NCSs) are also
presented in this research. These models are studied using unmodified Fast and
Gigabit Ethernet. Finally, a performability analysis for the two fault-tolerant models is
studied and compared using fast Ethernet links relating controller failure with reward
and a case study is presented at the end.
Chapter II summaries the literature review. First, the use of Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)
in the context of NCS is illustrated. Then, performance of Fast and Gigabit Ethernet in
Networked Control Systems is studied. Then, direct sensor actuator integrated
approach is proposed. Finally, fault-tolerance techniques and performability models
are presented.
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In Chapter III, new direct sensor to actuator (S2A) architecture is developed; it has
16 sensors and 4 actuators. However, each sensor communicates with the appropriate
actuator(s) directly without going through a controller node. In other words, each
actuator incorporates its own control function as in. This proposed architecture was
studied on-top-of both Fast and Gigabit switched Ethernet. It was shown that this
architecture succeeds in meeting the required time constraints. Then, the architecture
was compared to a traditional in-loop controller architecture and it was shown, via
OMNeT++ simulations, that the observed end-to-end delay is smaller in the proposed
architecture. Finally, it was shown that the proposed model can withstand more
additional load than a system with an in-loop controller as in.
In Chapter IV, new models are developed where the focus is on applying faulttolerance techniques on the control level of both architectures. These fault-tolerance
techniques will increase the reliability of the architectures as well as their lifetime.
New models are developed on-top-of both Fast and Gigabit switched Ethernet.
Comparison is made between the two proposed models via OMNeT++ simulations
where the focus is on factors such as the number of packets dropped and the observed
end-to-end delay. Finally, performability analysis of the two models is investigated in
chapter V, where a case study is presented using practical numbers from the industry.
This thesis is concluded in Chapter VI.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Traditionally, for proper control, there are different protocols used which have
a deterministic behavior such as DeviceNET and ControlNET [1, 2]. Also, many realtime applications were studied using protocols such as Controller Area Network
(CAN), PROFlBUS and EtherNet/IP which is a merger between Ethernet and
ControlNET [2-6]. However, with the natural demand for higher bandwidth and
accessibility, more robust and non-deterministic protocols such as Ethernet made their
way into the world of real-time NCS [7-13].

II.1 ETHERNET IN NCS
Ethernet has recently appeared in the world of wired communication systems,
and the implementation of Ethernet as a communication medium for Networked
Control System became important. Although Ethernet is a non-deterministic protocol
by nature, researchers in academia and industry did not stop using the Ether-Channel
as a communication medium for control systems. Because of the real-time constraints
inherent in control systems, the non-deterministic nature of Ethernet is thought to be
challenging; however, it was showed through research that Ethernet (or IEEE Std
802.3) can perform well in Networked Control System either by changing packet
format for real-time control messages, or by giving higher priority for these messages
[14-16].
Also, one of the sources of randomness in Ethernet which stood against its use
for real-time NCS applications, is the utilization of Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) [17]. The concept of Binary Exponential
Backoff (BEB) is implemented in this technique, where a transmitting node ‘backs
off’ from transmission upon detection of a collision. The duration for this backoff is a
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value between 0 and 2k – 1 time-slots, where k is the number of collisions
detected/avoided. The backoff duration grows exponentially as the number of
collisions increases. Therefore, in order to decrease the effect of this randomness,
several modifications were made to the Ethernet standard, specifically to
accommodate real-time applications. These modifications include (but not limited to)
EtherNet/IP, Time-Triggered Ethernet (TT Ethernet) and Flexible TT Ethernet (FTT
Ethernet) [5, 14-19]. Ethernet/IP was proposed by Rockwell Automation and the
ODVA organization as an industrial version of Ethernet and they have developed the
Common Industrial Protocol (CIP) [16, 20]. Recently unmodified Ethernet for use in
real-time applications has been standardized [21, 22].
Also, it was shown, in many studies, that Ethernet can be used in NCSs [23-31].
The use of Ethernet without modification as a control protocol has also been studied
in multiple researches [1, 9-12, 32-34].
With the use of Ethernet, many things that were not possible in past
implementations of NCS will be enabled. Once the industrial floor (the machines
network connection) is running on top of Ethernet, it can be interconnected with the
management floor (engineering and management network connections). This will help
in problem diagnostic and set-up. Therefore, more and more functions can be added.
One possibility is on-line system diagnostics and fix-up, by logging into the machine
while running in normal operation and setting-up some parameters without the need to
stop the operation. Integration of communication packets (log-on, request/download
file, up-load file, log-off) while performing the usual control tasks (traffic of real-time
control packets) can easily be done. Furthermore, some tasks can be enabled that like
web-browsing and email check. These tasks add to the communication load that the
network handles as an overhead to the pure control load that it is built to support [25].
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II.2 PERFORMANCE OF FAST AND GIGABIT ETHERNET IN
NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS
In [25], the use of Fast and Gigabit Ethernet in networked control systems was
tested. Real-time traffic and non-real time traffic were integrated without changing the
IEEE 802.3 protocol packet format. It was found in a mixed traffic industrial
environment that standard Gigabit Ethernet switches succeed to meet time constraints
while Fast Ethernet fail to meet. A simulation study of Ethernet networks that
integrate real-time control packets with other communication packets was conducted.
Various loading cases in both Fast and Gigabit Ethernet networks were considered to
test the effect of increased network speed on NCS performance.
In early works such as [15], the medium access sub-layer of CSMA/CD was
modified to distinguish between real-time and other traffic packets. Studies were
conducted for testing the stability of the communication channel and optimizing its
performance. In [7], Fast Ethernet was tested to eliminate incompatible
communication networks at the traditional substation automation. Using Fast Ethernet
was tested in the switched topology in power station control application. This study
was done by ABB for economic and standardization reasons. The results of this study
were satisfactory within the time frame of the considered application. Fast Ethernet
switch topology succeeded to run this system because the application presented had
relatively large time frame limit. Finally, in [14], contention over the Ethernet
channels when used in control was studied at high speeds.
In [15], two models were built to study the performance of Fast and Gigabit
Ethernet in Networked Control Systems. One model is run on top of Fast Ethernet and
the other one is run over Gigabit Ethernet for performance comparison. The first
model consists of 16 sensors, one controller, and 4 actuators, based on the model of
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[7]. The first model is called the light traffic system. While the other model consists
of 48 sensors, one controller, and 4 actuators, and it is called the heavy traffic system.
A machine running at a speed of 1 revolution per second is encoded into 1,440
electric pulses for electrical synchronization and control over traditional PLCs [7].
Therefore, the sampling frequency is 1,440 Hz and the system will have a deadline of
694μs. In other words, a control action must be taken within a frame of 694μs as
round-trip delay originating from the sensor, passing through the controller, and
transmitted once more over the network to reach the actuator.
OPNET was used as a simulation platform where all packets were treated in
the switch in a similar manner without prioritization. Therefore, the packet format of
the IEEE 803.2z standard [8] was used without modification. Control signals in the
simulations are UDP packets. Also, the packet size was fixed to minimum frame size
in Gigabit Ethernet (520 bytes). The effect of mixing the control traffic with other
types of traffic was considered during simulation where the option of on-line system
diagnostic and fix-up (log-on, request/download file, up-load file, log-off) is included
as well as e-mail and web-browsing. FTP of 101KB files was also considered, which
represents small download/upload data [7]. Finally, HTTP, E-mail and telnet traffic
was added using OPNET built-in heavy load models.
The simulation results showed that with high speed Ethernet networks,
standard switches can accommodate the timing requirements of many control
systems. Also, additional traffic resulting from integration of other functions did not
affect the control packets, as long as this traffic is kept within reasonable limits.
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II.3 DIRECT SENSOR ACTUATOR INTEGRATED APPROACH
In [35], it was shown that by a separate control design and its posterior
distributed implementation, the system performance may suffer degradation. When
control loops are closed over communication network, varying delays can appear and
decrease the control system performance, and even lead the system to instability.
However, it was showed that by an adequate integrated approach, the system
performance increases dramatically.
A real-time distributed control system is typically implemented by a set of
computational devices (sensors, actuators, controllers, etc). These devices run one or
several tasks, which communicate data across a field level communication network
(fieldbus). The successful design and implementation of real-time distributed control
application requires an appropriate integration of several disciplines including control
systems, real-time systems and communication systems. The key for distributed
control systems is that almost no local control action can be taken in isolation from
the rest of the system. Sampling, control computation, and actuation are the main
parts of a control loop. According to control theory, sampling should be performed at
the same instant every period, control computation should start and finish quickly
after the sample is available, and finally actuation should occur immediately after the
control computation, or at a fixed instant after the sampling depending the controller
design. In control theory, the three main parts of a control loop are assumed to be
instantaneous. However, when several field devices exchange data over fieldbus
communication networks, at run time, control loop timing assumptions are not met
due to timing problems, leading to violations that can cause degradation in control
performance and even instability. The control loop is implemented in a distributed
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architecture, with three nodes communicating across a fieldbus communication
network, as shown in Figure 2 [35].

Figure 2: Fieldbus-based Distributed Architecture

A sensor node, strictly periodically (h, sampling period), samples the system
(y(t)) and sends the data to the controller node, introducing a communication delay
(τsc, sensor to controller delay). A controller node, that executes a single control
computation, introduces a computation delay (τc), that is assumed to be constant for
each controller execution. Finally, when the output is produced (u(t)), it is sent to the
actuator node, introducing again another communication delay (τca, controller to
actuator delay).
An integrated approach is proposed where the control computation is moved
from the controller node to the actuator node and the controller node is removed as
shown in Figure 3 [35].

Figure 3: New Distributed Architecture
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This same concept is implemented in Sensor Actuator Networks (SANETs)
where a group of sensors and actuators are distributed geographically and
communicate together through wired or wireless networks [36-38].

II.4 FAULT-TOLERANCE AND PERFORMABILITY
Different fault-tolerance techniques were applied previously on the node level
(sensors, controllers, actuators) in Networked Control Systems. In [39], Triple
Modular Redundancy (TMR) fault tolerance technique is studied. TMR can cover
single faults in the system by replicating a block three times. The output of the three
blocks enters into a voter where a majority voting process takes place to decide the
correct output. This technique could be applied on the sensors level where there are
three sensors connected to a voter and when two sensors have close readings while the
third has a completely different one, the voter will choose the reading of the two
sensors as opposed to the single sensor. Therefore, TMR is an excellent way to
prevent a system failure due to a single event upset. However, if there is more than
one fault in the system, TMR will not be able to perform its function because it will
not be able to decide the correct output based on a majority vote. The reliability of
TMR could be improved by using three voters instead of one voter which represents a
single point of failure. However, improved TMR with three voters would be slightly
slower than non-redundant circuit and would increase the cost because of the
additional hardware resources.
In [40], redundant control node was used for connecting two machines for
minimum down-time using unmodified Fast and Gigabit Ethernet. These two
machines were operating with isolated controllers (one controller for each machine)
and they were connected by the industrial floor network. When one of the controllers
fails, its task must be shifted to the running machine through the operating controller.
11

The performance degradation of the system was studied upon the failure of one of the
controllers. The main function of the controller of each machine is to take charge of
machine control and to help in synchronization between the two machines. In order to
achieve synchronization, a status vector is sent between the two controllers of the two
machines. This status vector includes complete knowledge of machine information
such as the cam position, the production rate, and so on. The machines can speed up
or slow down to match their respective productions based on the status of the test
vector. Also, the two controllers can back-up data on each other which will achieve
fault-tolerance on the controller level. Although the production process can be slowed
down, the production is not stopped. Another feature to enhance fault-tolerance is
having a supervisory controller in order to monitor the status of the two machines.
This supervisory controller takes over when one of the two controllers fails or even
upon the failure of both of them. Three simulations were run using OPNET where the
first scenario includes two machines working in line, while the second scenario
includes a failed controller whose traffic is switched to the operating one. Finally, the
last scenario includes two failed controllers on two machines in-line with a third
functioning machine where the traffic of the two failed controllers is deviated to the
third controller which increases the real time load. Simulation results showed that the
delay is too large when using Fast Ethernet links while the delay was small for
Gigabit Ethernet. It is concluded that Gigabit Ethernet can accommodate the real-time
traffic and deliver packets within the required time frame compared to Fast Ethernet
which fails in meeting the required system time constraints which represent a system
failure.
In [41], the fault tolerant ability of networked machines is tested by
reallocating loads in case of controller failure via OPNET simulations. Also, the
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maximum speed of operation of individual machines and fault tolerant productionlines is studied. All machine networks are built on-top-of switched Gigabit Ethernet
using Star topology. The simulations showed that the system can tolerate three failed
controllers while connecting up to 4 machines on-top-of Gigabit Ethernet. It was also
found that the network can absorb an increase in machine speed. It was also shown
that upon the failure of all controllers except one, two-machine production line can
tolerate an increase in speed greater than the increase a 3 and 4-machine production
line can tolerate.
A supervisory control level is essential in many distributed control systems
where the functions are hierarchal. The role of this level is monitoring the control
objectives and supporting the overall coordinated control in different phases of
normal operation. Also, this level allows the diagnosis of all foreseeable faults, takes
the necessary corrective actions, including the change of controller parameter or
structure [42].
In [43], a pyramid control hierarchy is proposed based on the presence of a
supervisor controller on top of separate controller nodes where two models are tested.
In the first model, there are one supervisor/two sub-controllers, while in the second
model, there are one supervisor/three sub-controllers. All possible combinations of
supervisor-controller inter-communication are tested where all supervisor/controller
inter-changeability possibilities are taken into consideration. A simulation study is
conducted to test the functionality of the system using switched Gigabit Ethernet in
Star topology. Each model is built where running machines are connected for in-line
production, and they are monitored by a supervisor controller. The supervisor
controller is either passive or active. In normal operation, when all controllers are
running with no production difficulties, the supervisor collects information from the
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controllers it is mastering. It could be represented by a tree structure with the
supervisor as the root and the controllers as the leaves. Inter-leaves communication
takes place during in-line production scheme. In the passive mode, information is
collected by the root and displayed on the main control room screen. In the active
mode, the supervisor node turns on to be active taking over control of the machine
with failed controller. Also, it can switch the control of the failed machine to another
operating controller on the same network. The supervisor can also take over the
control function upon the failure of all the controllers of the running machines. Two
simulations scenarios were tested using OPNET. The first scenario focuses on two
machine model with a supervisor while the second scenario focuses on three machine
model with a supervisor. The results showed that best back-up scenario for the two
machine model failed controller is to be replaced by the supervisor node. Also, it was
shown that the best back-up scenario for three machine failed controller is to be
replaced by the supervisor, not by one of its neighboring controllers in order to keep
balanced traffic load among controllers. It is recommended that the supervisor have
computational capacity double of any other controller it is supervising in order to be
able to back-up two failed controllers and have successful communication with the
remaining controller. Finally, note that upon the failure of the active supervisor, the
entire system goes out of service because it is responsible for inter-machine
controllers’ communication.
In [44], the availability of the pyramid architecture in the context of
Networked Control Systems is studied where two machines are working in an in-line
production and supervised by an upper level node running on top of Gigabit Ethernet
using star topology. It was also shown from a reliability point of view, the importance
of having an access panel on at least one of the machines. Therefore, the supervisor
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reliability has to be much higher than that of the machines. Markov models are used
to calculate system availability and can also be used as a design tool. There are three
different modes: MAX, PARTIAL, and MIN. In MAX mode, both of the machines
and the supervisor have panels while in the PARTIAL mode, only one of the
machines is equipped with a panel. In MIN mode, only the supervisor has a panel.
Markov model was modified in order to represent each of the three modes. It was also
found that the MIN mode in the passive architecture, where the controller only
monitors the two machines but does not take any control actions, is equivalent to the
active architecture. Moreover, a case study in [44] showed that in the MIN mode, an
increase in the failure rate of the machines has no effect on system unavailability. It
also showed that the MIN mode should be avoided from a reliability point of view.
In [45], the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) of a fault-tolerant two-machine
production line is investigated in the context of Networked Control Systems (NCS).
Markov model is used and a special metric is introduced in order to increase MTTF
by finding the most cost-efficient and practical way of simultaneously decreasing
controller failure rate and increasing repair rate and coverage. It was shown that there
is more complex approach where the failure rate, repair rate and coverage are not
totally independent of each other. It was found that the quality of the controller's
software and the machine operators’ expertise in the Markov model affect all three
parameters mentioned before. Quality of the software installed on the controller is a
factor that can affect the failure rate as better version of the software will have a lower
software failure rate. A better software version is also expected to have more
sophisticated error detection and recovery mechanisms which will increase the
coverage. Finally, the diagnostics capabilities of the software should be enhanced
which will result in reducing troubleshooting time and decreasing the repair time.
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Operator’s expertise is another factor which reduces the number of mistakes while
operating the machines. Therefore, repair rate will decrease and less time will be
required to repair a controller thus increasing the repair rate.
In [46], the effects of failures on the productivity of fault-tolerant networked
control systems are investigated under varying loads. Also, Markov models are
developed and used to calculate system probabilities which are combined with the
maximum speed of operation in each system state. Then the average speed of
operation is obtained and Markov models are used to find the best speed mix that
would yield maximum output capacity. The average speed of operation at maximum
load is compared to that at normal load by using practical numbers for both Mean
Time To Failure and the Mean Time To Repair. The case study showed that it is
preferable in the fault-free situation to operate the machines at maximum speed and in
the case one or more controllers fail situation to operate the machines at normal
speed.
In [47], actuator fault-tolerant architecture was presented in order to detect all
relevant faults of an electrical steering system by using a double stator AC motor
instead of duplicated motors. The paper showed how active control reconfiguration
can accommodate all critical faults which were demonstrated on the hardware of a
warehouse truck. There are other ways of analyzing the fault-tolerant problem for the
networked control systems (NCSs) such as using fuzzy models [48]. The TakagiSugeno (T-S) fuzzy model with parametrical uncertainties was used to approximate
the T-S model where robust controllers were designed with sensors or actuators
failure. It was shown via simulations that the method is effective and the system can
be kept asymptotically stable under some sensors failures or actuators failures.
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In [49], the 802.11g standard was used without modification in a fault-tolerant
networked control system with two or three cascaded work cells. OPNET simulations
showed that a two-cell system can tolerate the failure of one of its two controllers
even in the presence of noise. For a three-cell system, up to two controllers can fail (in
the presence of noise) and the remaining operational controller will be able to handle
the load of all three cells. Finally, a performabllity model was developed to
simultaneously take into account controller failure data with the risk of not adhering
to the required delay constraints. System performability is often used as a tool, where
system performance as well as failure data are included within the same metric [50].
Transient (or Point) Performability was used for two and three-cell systems. The first
step to calculate TP is the development of a reliability model for the system such as a
Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) model. The second step in the calculation
of system performability is the assignment of a reward for each state. The reward was
equal to the difference between the average delay and the maximum allowable delay.
Finally, The Transient Performability TP(t) is obtained as follows:
TP(t) = ∑𝑖∈𝜑 𝑃𝑖𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑖 where φ is the set of the states in the model and Rewi is the
reward of state i. Performability analysis showed that the higher the controller failure
rate, the higher the performability.
According to the literature, Ethernet is widely used in Networked Control
Systems and proved to be a very successful protocol. One of the common models
used in NCS, which is the 16-1-4 machine where there is an in-loop separate
controller, was successful in meeting the required time constraints using unmodified
Ethernet and running on top of Gigabit Ethernet links . A new approach was presented
in the literature where both of the computation and actuation could take place in the
same node by integrating both the controller and actuator together. Different fault
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tolerant techniques were studied in the literature on the node level (sensors,
controllers, and actuators). Finally, perfomability was introduced which can be used
in evaluating system performance by adding a reward to each state.
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III. Evaluating the Performance of In-Loop vs.
S2A Models for Ethernet-Based NCS
III.1 PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, a comparison is made between two different control network
models. The in-loop model is similar to the one in [7,25] while the second one is the
new proposed direct sensor to actuator (S2A) model in this research. In the in-loop
model, the controller receives the packets from the sensors and sends control packets
to the actuators. The controlling process in the in-loop model takes place in an
individual controller node. On the other hand, in the proposed model, the controlling
process takes place in the smart actuator node(s) which are more intelligent nodes
where both the control and actuation processes occur. Also, there is a supervisor node
which is responsible for monitoring network behavior by receiving packets from all
the different nodes in the network.
Additionally, the effect of additional load will be studied on the two models.
The total end-to-end delay of the in-loop model is expected to be always larger than
the proposed model whether operating under Fast or Gigabit operation or even with
additional load. This is due to the fact that the traffic sent must go through an
additional intermediate hop via the controller thus increasing the delay for the in-loop
model.

Note

that

the

end-to-end

delay

includes

all

types

of

encapsulation/decapsulation, propagation and queuing delays.

III.2 MODELS DESCRIPTION
The in-loop model is similar to the one used in [7, 25]; it consists of 16
sensors, one controller and 4 actuators. The controller receives data from the 16
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sensors then computes the control action and transmits it to the 4 actuators. Also, the
proposed S2A model consists of 16 sensors and 4 actuators but instead of a controller,
a supervisor is used. In the S2A model, each one of the sensors sends a packet directly
to every actuator via the switch. There is also a supervisor node which receives
packets from all the sensors and actuators in the network. The main role of the
supervisor node is monitoring the behavior of the network. The main difference
between the two models is shown in Figure 4, where one node acts as a controller in
the in-loop model while acts as a supervisor in the S2A one.

Figure 4: Architecture of both the in-loop model (with controller) and the proposed model (with supervisor)

OMNeT++ [51] is chosen as the simulation platform because it is one of the
most widely used network simulators. All the nodes including sensors, controllers,
supervisor, and actuators are modeled using standard hosts. Control packets are
communicated on-top-of UDP as it is the most suitable for control packets [52].
Also, the payload is fixed at 100Bytes. The sampling frequency used in the two
models is 1,440Hz based on a 1440 electric pulses encoder for 360 degrees shaft
rotation assuming one revolution per second [53]. Therefore, the control action
must be taken within a time frame of 694µs which is the inverse of the sampling
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frequency (1440 Hz). Both models are compared once on-top-of Fast Ethernet and
again on-top-of Gigabit Ethernet. Additional load is modeled as a TCP application
with a flat file size of 500KB between the controller/supervisor and an external node
to the networks running all over the simulation time which represents a maintenance
engineer communicating with the controller/supervisor. TCP is used for the load
because TCP is heavier than UDP due to socket connection, congestion control and
reliability.

III.3 ANALYSIS
This subsection presents an analysis to calculate the theoretical total end-toend delay for both models mentioned above using both Fast and Gigabit switched
Ethernet. The presented analysis aims to model, calculate and contrast the end-to-end
delays resulting from the periodic nature of the control traffic in both models. A
worst-case delay analysis is carried out on both models, therefore the focus will be on
the last packet being transmitted by the final sensor node. In other words, all
previously sent packets are queued up ahead of the last packet as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Worst-case packet flow analysis

The total number of packets that must be sent sequentially over each link for
each of the two models is calculated using the worst-case packet flow analysis. The
number of packets that must be transmitted sequentially for the in-loop model (a. 22
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packets) is observed to be larger than the number of packets required by the proposed
S2A model (b. 20 packets) as shown in Fig. 5.
For both models, the amount of time required for the transmission of a single
packet over a particular link is given by:
Dpacket = Dtransmission + Dpropagation + Dprocessing + Dqueuing

(1)

According to the literature, the processing delay (Dprocessing) is difficult to be
calculated, and its value in many cases is legible compared to other types of delays
[54].
The queuing delay (Dqueuing) will be reflected through the number of packets
calculated in the worst case queuing analysis. The Link Transmission delay
(Dtransmission) is the amount of time required for all of

the packet's bits to be

transmitted onto the link and it is a function of the packet length L (bits) and link
transmission rate R (bps) [55].
Dtransmission = L / R

(2)

The length of the packet is fixed to 100Bytes at the application layer; however,
additional

packet

and

frame

header

overhead

approximately

58Bytes

((8)UDP+(20)IP+(30)Ethernet) must be taken into consideration. All the links are
Gigabit Ethernet in one scenario and Fast Ethernet in the second scenario, therefore
Gigabit Ethernet: Dtransmission = (158×8) / (109) = 1.264µs

(3)

Fast Ethernet: Dtransmission = (158×8) / (108) = 12.64µs

(4)

The propagation delay (Dpropagation) is the time taken for the packet to travel from the
sender to the receiver and it is a function of the link length d (m) and the propagation
speed s (m/s) [55].
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Dpropagation = d / s

(5)

The length between each node and the switch is d = 1.5m and the transmission speed
in the Ethernet links is s = 2×108 m/s.
Dpropagation = 1.5 / (2×108) = 0.0075µs

(6)

Finally, The total end-to-end delay for the worst-case packet flow is given by:
Dtotal = Dpacket × Total Number of Packets Transmitted Sequentially

(7)

Therefore, the total end-to-end delay can be calculated by substituting in Equations
(1) & (7) as shown below
Fast Ethernet: Dtotal =
In- Loop
Model

(8)

(22× (12.64+0.0075) ×10-6) = 278.245µs
Gigabit Ethernet: Dtotal =

(9)

(22× (1.264+0.0075) ×10-6) = 27.973µs
Fast Ethernet: Dtotal =
S2A
Model

(10)

(20× (12.64+0.0075) ×10-6) = 252.95µs
Gigabit Ethernet: Dtotal =

(11)

(20× (1.264+0.0075) ×10-6) = 25.43µs
A summary of the worst-case theoretical results for both in-loop and S2A models is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Worst-case end-to-end delay analysis results summary (in µs)

Scenario

Link Speed

Theoretical Result

% In-Loop Delay Increase

100Mbps

278.245

10 %

1Gbps

27.973

10 %

100Mbps

252.95

1Gbps

25.43

In-Loop Model

S2A Model
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III.4 SIMULATION RESULTS
III.4.1 WITHOUT ADDITIONAL LOAD
In this section, OMNET simulations are carried out for both models: the in-loop
one similar to the model in [25] and the S2A model proposed in this research. The
maximum end-to-end delay is found to be 29.245µs for the in-loop model while
26.575µs for the proposed model using Gigabit Ethernet. Note that the 29.245µs
delay is the sum of the 22.591µs (maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay)
and 6.655 µs (maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay) for the in-loop model
as shown in Figures 6 and 7. While in the proposed S2A model, the 26.575µs delay is
the delay for the actuator node only as shown in Figure 8. This is expected due to
the fact that the traffic sent in the in-loop model must go through additional
intermediate hops via the controller compared to the S2A model thus increasing the
experienced end-to-end delay. Therefore, the proposed S2A model performs better
than the in-loop one.

Figure 6: Maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (In-Loop Model)
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Figure 7: Maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (In-Loop Model)

Figure 8: Maximum sensor to actuator end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (S2A Model)

Similarly, using Fast Ethernet, the proposed S2A model has a smaller maximum
end-to-end delay of 265.615µs compared to 292.189µs for the in-loop model. Note
that the 292.189µs delay is the sum of the 225.77µs (maximum sensor to controller
end-to-end delay) and 66.419 µs (maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay) for
the in-loop model as shown in Figures 9 and 10. While in the proposed S2A model,
the 265.615µs delay is the delay for the actuator node only as shown in Figure 11. In
the figures, the x-axis represents the Simulation Time (seconds) and the y-axis shows
the End-to-end Delay (seconds).
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Figure 9: Maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (In-Loop Model)

Figure 10: Maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (In-Loop Model)

Note that in the in-loop model, the maximum end-to-end delay is the sum of the
sensor to controller (Figure 9) and controller to actuator (Figure 10) end-to-end delays.
Note that the maximum total end-to-end delay is less than the system's 694µs sampling
period and there were no packets dropped.
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Figure 11: Maximum sensor to actuator end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (S2A Model)

The figure shows the constant maximum end-to-end delay in the proposed S2A model
between the 4 actuators and the 16 sensor nodes. Note that the observed maximum
end-to-end delay is less than the system's 694µs sampling period and there were no
packets dropped.

III.4.2 WITH ADDITIONAL LOAD
OMNET simulations are carried out again for both models: the in-loop one
and the S2A model. This time an additional TCP load with a flat file size 500KB is
added between the controller in the in-loop model or the supervisor in the S2A model
and an external node which represents a maintenance engineer communicating with
the controller/supervisor. Using Gigabit Ethernet, the maximum end-to-end delay for
the in-loop model is increased to 92.44µs. On the other hand in the proposed S2A
model, this additional load did not affect the total end-to-end delay. Similarly, in Fast
Ethernet, the maximum end-to-end delay for the in-loop model is increased to 976µs
(which represents a system failure as it exceeds 694µs which is the delay constraint of
the real-time control system). Also, the additional load does not affect the total endto-end delay of the proposed model as observed before while using Gigabit Ethernet.
This is due to the fact that the supervisor node communicates in parallel with the
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network and with the external node while the controller node works in series with
both the network and the external node thus increasing the delay. In conclusion, the
proposed model showed less delay under both Fast and Gigabit with and without
additional load as summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Also, Table 2 shows the percentage
error between calculated and simulated results for the absence of additional load.
Finally, note that the packets experience the same end-to-end delay for each sample
due to the regularity of the traffic imposed on the network.
Table 2. Theoretical and Simulation Results without Additional Load (In µSeconds)

Link

Theoretical

Simulation

%

% In-Loop

Speed

Results

Results

Error

Delay Increase

In-Loop

100Mbps

278.245

292.189

4.77%

10 %

Model

1Gbps

27.973

29.245

4.35%

10 %

S2A

100Mbps

252.95

265.615

4.77%

Model

1Gbps

25.43

26.575

4.31%

Scenario

Table 3. Simulation Results with Additional Load (In µSeconds)

Scenario

Link Speed

Simulation Results

100Mbps

976

1Gbps

92.44

100Mbps

265.615

1Gbps

26.575

In-Loop Model

S2A Model
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IV. FAULT-TOLERANCE
IV.1 FAULT-TOLERANT S2A VS. IN-LOOP CONTROLLER
In this section, two different controller-level fault-tolerant models for
Ethernet-based Networked Control Systems are studied using unmodified Fast and
Gigabit Ethernet. The first is an in-loop controller model while the second is a direct
Sensor to Actuator (S2A) model. A comparison is made between the two different
fault-tolerant network models in terms of the total end-to-end delay and packets loss.
Comparison is made in the fault-free scenario and the scenario where there are failed
controller(s).

IV. 1. 1 PROPOSED MODELS
The in-loop fault-tolerant model is based on the one in [25] while the S2A one
is based on [35]. In the in-loop model, the 16 sensors send packets to two controllers
where only one of them sends control packets to the actuators while the other one is in
hot-standby mode as shown in Figure 12. The controlling process in the in-loop model
takes place in an individual controller node, while in the S2A model it takes place in
the smart actuator node(s) which are more intelligent nodes where the controller and
the actuator are integrated in the same node. In other words, both of the control and
actuation processes occur in the same node. Therefore, in order to incorporate faulttolerance into the S2A model, two controllers will be used per actuator where both
controllers receive packets from the sensors but only one of them is chosen, via a
multiplexer, to send the control packets to the actuators as shown in Figure 13.
Finally, there is a supervisor which is responsible for monitoring network behavior by
receiving packets from all the different nodes in the network as shown in Figure 14.
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IV. 1.2 MODELS DESCRIPTION
The in-loop fault-tolerant model is based on the one used in [25] as shown in
Figure 1. It consists of 16 sensors, two controllers and 4 actuators. Both controllers
receive packets from all 16 sensors. One of the controllers is active and the other one
is in hot-standby mode. The active controller computes the control action and
transmits it to the 4 actuators. Watchdog signals are sent between the two controllers
on the network level. If the active controller fails, the hot-standby controller will be
alerted via the absence of the watchdog signal; therefore, it would take over and
become the active controller.
The S2A model also consists of 16 sensors which send data directly to the 4
actuators but instead of a controller, there is a supervisor. All sensors and actuators
send packets to the supervisor node which is responsible for monitoring the behavior
of the network. The S2A fault-tolerance model is based on the one used in [35] as
shown in Figure 14. Two controllers will be integrated with an actuator in the same
node. All 16 sensors send packets to both controllers, and watchdog signals are sent
between the two controllers on the circuit level. The two controllers are connected to
the actuator (A) via a multiplexer. Note that both of the controllers are integrated in
the same node on a circuit board as shown in Figure 14. In the fault-free scenario, if
the first controller (K1 in Figure 13) works properly by sending data to the actuator,
the second controller becomes inactive by sending '0' to the selection line (S) of the
MUX in order not to be chosen. When the first controller fails, the second one will be
alerted via the absence of the watchdog signal; therefore it will send a '1' to the
selection line of the MUX to be chosen and becomes the active one sending the data
to the actuator. Furthermore, the second controller is assumed to be an open circuit
output. By using a pull down resistor, '0' will be sent to the MUX selection line to
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keep the active controller connected to the output of the MUX and continue receiving
the data from the first one as shown in Figure 13.
Note that the watchdog signals are sent in the fault-tolerant S2A model on the
circuit level, but they are sent on the network level in the in-loop fault-tolerant model.
This is considered an added advantage for the S2A fault-tolerant model as the
network would not be congested with the watchdog signals thus decreasing the total
end-to-end delays.

Figure 12: Fault-Tolerant In-Loop Model Architecture.

Figure 13: Fault Detection and Recovery Mechanism (S2A Model).
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Figure 14: Fault-Tolerant S2A Model Architecture.

OMNeT++ is used as the simulation platform. All the nodes including sensors,
controllers, supervisor, and actuators are modeled using standard hosts. Control
packets are communicated on-top-of UDP as it is the most suitable for control
packets [51]. Also, the payload is fixed at 100Bytes. The sampling frequency used in
the two models is 1,440Hz based on a 1440 electric pulses encoder for 360 degrees
shaft rotation assuming one revolution per second [52]. Therefore, the control action
must be taken within a time frame of 694µs which is the inverse of the sampling
frequency (1440 Hz). Watchdog signals are sent over the network in the in-loop
model every 347µs which is half of the sampling period in order not to lose any
samples when one of the controllers fails. Finally, both models are compared once ontop-of Fast Ethernet and again on-top-of Gigabit Ethernet.

IV.1.3 ANALYSIS
This subsection presents an analysis to calculate the theoretical total end-toend delay for both models mentioned above using both Fast and Gigabit switched
Ethernet. The presented analysis aims to model, calculate and contrast the end-to-end
delays resulting from the periodic nature of the control traffic in both models. A
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worst-case delay analysis is carried out on both models; therefore the focus will be on
the last packet being transmitted by the final sensor node. In other words, all
previously sent packets are queued up ahead of the last packet as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Worst-case packet flow analysis for the fault-free scenario.

In the Fault-Free Scenario, the number of packets is 23 in the in-loop model
and 24 in the S2A model as shown in Figure 4, therefore the total delay can be
calculated using Equations (1) & (4) & (6) & (7) as shown below
Fast Ethernet: Dtotal =
(23× (12.64+0.0075) ×10-6) = 290.893µs
In-Loop Model

(12)

Gigabit Ethernet: Dtotal =
(23× (1.264+0.0075) ×10-6) = 29.245 µs

(13)

Fast Ethernet: Dtotal =
(24× (12.64+0.0075) ×10-6) = 303.540µs
S2A Model

(14)

Gigabit Ethernet: Dtotal =
(24× (1.264+0.0075) ×10-6) = 30.516µs

(15)

On the other hand, when one of the controllers fails in the in-loop model and
one controller per actuator fails in the S2A model, the worst case packet flow analysis
will change to be 22 for the in-loop model and 20 for the S2A model as in [56].
Therefore, the Dtotal calculations can be calculated again as shown below
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Fast Ethernet: Dtotal =
(22× (12.64+0.0075) ×10-6) = 278.245µs
In-Loop Model

(16)

Gigabit Ethernet: Dtotal =
(22× (1.264+0.0075) ×10-6) ×22) = 27.973µs

(17)

Fast Ethernet: Dtotal =
S2A Model

(20× (12.64+0.0075) ×10-6) = 252.95µs

(18)

Gigabit Ethernet: Dtotal =
(20× (1.264+0.0075) ×10-6) = 25.43µs

(19)

A summary of the theoretical results for both in-loop and S2A models in faultfree and failed controller(s) scenarios is shown in Table 4. Fault-Free and Failed
Controller(s) scenarios delay increase between the two models is summarized in
Table 5.
Table 4: Worst-Case End-to-End Delay Analysis Results Summary (In µs).

Scenario

Fault-Free

Failed Controller(s)

Theoretical Result

Theoretical Result

100Mbps

290.893

278.245

1Gbps

29.245

27.973

100Mbps

303.540

252.95

1Gbps

30.516

25.43

Link Speed

In-Loop Model

S2A Model
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Table 5: Fault-Free and Failed Controller(s) scenarios delay increase

Scenario

%Fault-Free

% Failed Controller(s)

S2A Delay Increase

In-Loop Delay Increase

Link Speed

100Mbps

10 %

1Gbps

10 %

In-Loop Model

100Mbps

4.34 %

1Gbps

4.34 %

S2A Model

IV. 2 SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, OMNET++ simulation results are presented. In all simulations,
there were no packets dropped.

IV.2.1 FAULT-FREE SCENARIO
OMNeT++ simulations are carried out for both fault-tolerant models: the inloop based on the model in [25] and the S2A model based on the one in [35]. Using
Fast Ethernet, the in-loop model had a smaller maximum end-to-end delay of
305.470µs compared to 318.734µs for the S2A model. Note that the 305.470µs delay
is the sum of the 239.055µs (maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay) and
66.415µs (maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay) for the in-loop model as
shown in Figures 16 and 17 where the data travels over two hops. While the
318.734µs for the S2A model, represents the direct sensor to actuator node delay as
shown in Figure 18 where the data travels over one hop. In the Figures, the x-axis
represents the Simulation Time (seconds) and the y-axis shows the End-to-end Delay
(seconds).
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Figure 16: Maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (In-Loop Model).

Figure 17: Maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (In-Loop Model).

Figure 18: Maximum sensor to actuator end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (S2A Model).

Similarly, using Gigabit Ethernet, the maximum end-to-end delay was found
to be 30.574µs for the in-loop model and 31.886µs for the proposed S2A model. Note
that the 30.574µs delay is the sum of the 23.919µs (maximum sensor to controller
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end-to-end delay) and 6.655µs (maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay) for
the in-loop model as shown in Figures 19 and 20 where the data travels over two
hops. While the 31.886µs for the S2A model, represents the direct sensor to actuator
node delay as shown in Figure 21 where the data travels over one hop. This means
that the in-loop model performs better, which is expected, due to the fact that there are
two separate controllers in the in-loop model while there are 8 controllers (2
controllers per actuator) in the S2A thus increasing the amount of traffic in the
network which increases the experienced end-to-end delay.

Figure 19: Maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (In-Loop Model).

Figure 20: Maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (In-Loop Model).
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Figure 21: Maximum sensor to actuator end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (S2A Model).

IV.2.2 SCENARIO WITH THE FAILED CONTROLLER(S)
On the other hand, if one of the two separate controllers in the in-loop model
fails or one controller from each of the four pairs of integrated controllers in the S2A
model fails, it was found that the S2A model performs better with less end-to-end
delay. This is due to the fact that traffic sent in the in-loop model must go through
additional intermediate hops via the controller. While in the S2A model, only one hop
is needed to transmit the traffic thus decreasing the experienced end-to-end delay. In
the scenario with the failed controller(s), using Fast Ethernet, the S2A model had a
smaller maximum end-to-end delay of 265.615µs compared to 292.189µs for the inloop model in Figure 24. Note that the 292.189µs delay is the sum of the 225.77µs
(maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay) in Figure 22 and 66.419 µs
(maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay) in Figure 23 for the in-loop model.
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Figure 22: Maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (In-Loop Model)

Figure 23: Maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (In-Loop Model)

Figure 24: Maximum sensor to actuator end-to-end delay using Fast Ethernet (S2A Model)
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Similarly, using Gigabit Ethernet, the maximum end-to-end delay was found
to be 29.245µs for the in-loop model and 26.575µs for the S2A model as shown in
figure 25. Note that the 29.245µs delay is the sum of the 22.591µs (maximum sensor
to controller end-to-end delay) in Figure 26 and 6.655 µs (maximum controller to
actuator end-to-end delay) in Figure 27 for the in-loop model.

Figure 25: Maximum sensor to actuator end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (S2A Model)

Figure 26: Maximum sensor to controller end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (In-Loop Model)
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Figure 27: Maximum controller to actuator end-to-end delay using Gigabit Ethernet (In-Loop Model)

In conclusion, using both Fast and Gigabit Ethernet, the in-loop model
showed less delay in the fault-free scenario while the S2A model showed less delay in
the scenario with the failed controller(s) as summarized in Tables 6 and 7. Also,
Tables 6 and 7 show the percentage error between calculated and simulated results.
Note that, due to the regularity of the traffic imposed on the network, packets
experience the same end-to-end delay for each sample.
Table 6: Theoretical and Simulation results in Fault-Free Scenario (In µs).

Scenario

Link Speed

Theoretical Result

Simulation Result

Error %

In-Loop

100Mbps

290.893

305.470

4.77%

Model

1Gbps

29.245

30.574

4.34%

S2A

100Mbps

303.540

318.734

4.76%

Model

1Gbps

30.516

31.886

4.29%
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Table 7: Theoretical and Simulation results in Scenario with the failed controller(s) (In µs).

Scenario

Link Speed

Theoretical Result

Simulation Result

Error %

In-Loop

100Mbps

278.245

292.189

4.77%

Model

1Gbps

27.973

29.245

4.35%

S2A

100Mbps

252.95

265.615

4.77%

Model

1Gbps

25.43

26.575

4.31%
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V. PERFORMABILITY ANALYSIS
Fault-tolerance is a hot-topic in many research fields, due to the advantages of
a fault-tolerant system over a normal system. Fault-tolerant system is one that can
‘tolerate’ a fault in one or more components. The system can continue operation,
maybe with degraded performance, but will not fail. Down-time can be extremely
costly; therefore a system which can tolerate a failure of one or more components
while maintaining operation is extremely appealing. The advantage of fault-tolerance
of any form in an industrial application is reducing downtime. There are techniques to
quantify the increased reliability of the system, such reliability modeling. Another
metric that can be analyzed is performability with its various forms: Steady State,
Transient and cumulative performability (SSP, TP and CP respectively) and typically
relates failure-rates to rewards at different system states.
A comparison is made between two different control network fault-tolerance
models. The in-loop fault-tolerant model is based on the one in [25] while the S2A
one is based on [56]. In the in-loop model, there are two controllers which receive the
packets from the sensors and only one of them sends control packets to the actuators
while the other one is in hot-standby mode. In the S2A model, a supervisor is responsible for monitoring network behavior by receiving packets from all the different
nodes in the network. The controlling process in the in-loop model takes place in an
individual controller node, while in the S2A model it takes place in the smart actuator
node(s) which are more intelligent nodes where both the control and actuation
processes occur. To incorporate fault-tolerance into the S2A model, two controllers
will be used per actuator where both controllers receive packets from the sensors but
only one of them is chosen, via a multiplexer, to send the control packets to the
actuators.
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Reliability and Performability analysis between the two models will be studied
and compared using fast Ethernet links relating failure data with reward, depending
on the system state. In Networked Control Systems, meeting control system’s
deadline is essential and failing to meet the deadline is considered system failure.
Therefore, the reward is considered to be how far is the total end-to-end delay in each
state in the model from the deadline which is 694 µs. The effect of parameters such as
failure rate (λ), repair rate (μ) and coverage (c) on performability will be studied. Note
that failure rate (λ) =
(μ) =

1
MTTR

1
MTTF

where MTTF is Mean Time To Failure and repair rate

where MTTR is Mean Time To Repair. The probability of successful

detection/reconfiguration is called coverage [57-59]. The coverage (c) is defined as
the proportion of faults from which a system can automatically recover [60]. The
coverage is included in reliability/availability models and it is determined by the user.
Any small mistake in the calculation of the coverage leads to false
reliability/availability estimations [59]. It is expected that, if the coverage of a system
decreases, system reliability is expected to decrease as well.
The Markov model that represents the case of in-loop model is shown in
Figure 28. There are two controllers which receive the packets from the sensors and
only one of them sends control packets to the actuators while the other one is in hotstandby mode.
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Figure 28:Markov Model of the in-loop model.

There are four states which describe the model:
0: when both controllers fail
1: when the active controller (which receive and send packets) fails
2: when the hot stand-by controller fails
3: when both controllers work properly
where the following rates and parameters are used:
λa, λs: failure rates of the active and stand-by controllers respectively
μa, μs: repair rates of the active and stand-by controllers respectively
c: coverage
Let Ps(t) be the probability of residing in state s (s =3, 2, 1, 0) at time t. The transient
probability of residing in any of the four states can be calculated using the following
Chapman-Kolmogorov equations [61]:
𝑑𝑝
= 𝑃 ×𝑇
𝑑𝑡
[P3' P2' P1' P0'] = [P3 P2 P1 P0] × T
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where P is the probability transition matrix with length 4 (number of states) while T is
the rate transition matrix as show below where each element (i,j) represents the
transition rate from i to j where (i,j=0,1,2,3). Note that the sum of the rates per row =
0, therefore the diagonal where (i=j) is (1 - (sum of rates per row)).
− (λs + λa)
λac
λs
λa(1 − c)
μa
– ( λs + μa)
0
λs
T=[
]
μs
λa
0
– ( λa + μs)
0
0
0
0
The probabilities in initial condition is [P3 P2 P1 P0] = [1 0 0 0]
Therefore the kolmogorov differential equations will be
𝑑𝑝3
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑝2
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑝1
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑝0
𝑑𝑡

= − (λs + λa) × P3(t) + μa × P2(t) + μs × P1(t)

(20)

=

(λac) × P3(t) – ( λs + μa) × P2(t)

(21)

=

(λs ) × P3(t) – ( λa + μs) × P1(t)

(22)

= λa(1 − c) × P3(t) + λs × P2(t) + λa × P1(t)

(23)

Then Matlab is used to solve the differential equations by getting laplace inverse then
finding the probability of each state
Then The Transient Performability TP(t) is obtained as follows:
TP(t) = ∑𝑠∈𝑥 𝑃𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑠
Where x is the set of the four states in the model and Rew(s) is the reward of state s.
As said before, the reward is considered how far the total end-to-end delay of each
state (sum of sensor to controller and controller to actuator delays) from the deadline
which is 694 µs and the reward numbers are summarized in the Table 8 by subtracting
the total end-to-end delay from the 694 (Deadline):
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Table 8: Reward of each state (In-Loop Model).

Reward (µs)
State

Total End-to-End Delay

(694 - Delay)

3

305.47

388.53

2

292.189

401.811

1

292.189

401.811

Note that at state 3, the Total End-to-End delay taken is the maximum between the
active and hot stand-by controllers while in states 1 & 2 the delay is equal because in
both cases only one controller works. Performability is calculated using Matlab as
shown below
syms t s la ls ma ms c
A = [(s+ls+la), (-c.*la), (-ls), (la.*(c-1)); (-ma), (s+ls+ma), 0, (-ls); (-ms), 0,
(s+ms+la), (-la); 0, 0, 0, s]
g = [1, 0, 0, 0 ] * inv(A)
g=simple(g)
g=vpa(g,10); % ten digits precision
f = ilaplace(g)
f(1) = f(1) .* 388.53;
f(2) = f(2) .* 401.811;
f(3) = f(3) .* 401.811;
f(4) = f(4) .* 0;
performability = sum(f);
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In the S2A Model, it would be easier to calculate the reliability using
combinatorial models compared to Markov Models. In combinatorial models, module
failures are independent, failed module produce incorrect results and cannot return to
a functional state unless it is repaired. In the S2A Model, two controllers will be used
per actuator where both controllers receive packets from the sensors but only one of
them is chosen, via a multiplexer, to send the control packets to the actuators. Both
controllers are integrated in the same node on a circuit board; therefore upon the
failure of one of the controllers, it cannot be repaired again. There are 4 actuators in
the S2A Model, therefore there are 8 controllers in the system. The system can be
seen as a mixed combinatorial system where each pair of controllers per actuator
work in parallel and the four actuators work in series with each other as seen in Figure
29 which represents a reliability block diagram for the S2A fault-tolerant system
understudy [61].

Figure 29: S2A Model Combinatorial System.

Failure only takes place when both controllers integrated in the same actuator
fail, therefore, each pair of controllers is connected in series with the other pairs.
While every two controllers per actuator are connected in parallel, therefore the
minimum number of controllers for the system to still operate is 4 where only one
controller failed in each pair of controllers. In order to calculate the total reliability of
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the S2A Model Rsystem, the following equation will be used assuming all controllers
are identical and independent form each other
Rsystem = (RA1/A2/A3/A4)4 = (R1 + cR2 (1-R1))4

(24)

where c is the coverage
The first term of the equation (R1) is the probability that the first controller survives.
While the second term (1- R1) is the probability that the first controller fails, but the
second controller (R2) is still functioning and a successful switchover was
accomplished and is donated by the coverage c [61].
Assuming all the controllers have the same failure rate λ , they would have the same
reliability R (R1 = R2)
Therefore, the system reliability equation can be rewritten to be
Rsystem = (RA1/A2/A3/A4)4 = (R + cR (1-R))4
In order to calculate the performability of the S2A Model, the probability of each state
is calculated first. Assuming one actuator, the probabilities will be calculated as
shown below in Table 9.
Table 9: Probability of each state (S2A Model).

State

Probability

11

R2

10

R(1-R)

01

cR(1-R)

00

(1-R)(1-cR)

Therefore, Rsystem = P(11) + P(10) + P(01) = 1 - P(00) = 1 - (1-R-cR+cR2) = R+cR-cR2
= R+cR(1-R) which is equivalent to Rsystem in Equation 24
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But in the S2A Model, there are 8 controllers, therefore there are 28 = 256
probabilities where many will be equivalent to each other:
For example p (11011000) = p (11) * p (01) * p (10) * p (00)
= R2 × cR(1-R) × R(1-R) × (1-R)(1-CR)
The Transient Performability TP(t) is obtained as follows:
TP(t) = ∑𝑠∈𝑥 𝑃𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑠
Where x is the set of the five states in the model and Rew(s) is the reward of state s
where s (number of controllers working) = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. The minimum number of
controllers is 4 (one operational in each pair) because upon the failure of the fifth
controller the system would be failed.
As said before, the reward is considered to be how far is the total end-to-end delay of
each state (direct sensor to actuator delay) from the deadline which is 694 µs and the
reward values are summarized in the following Table 10 by subtracting the total endto-end delay from the 694 (Deadline):

Table 10: Reward of each state (S2A Model).

Reward (µs)
Number of controllers

Total End-to-End Delay

(694 - Delay)

4

265.614978

428.385022

5

278.894977

415.105023

6

292.174976

401.825024

7

305.454957

388.545043

8

318.734974

375.265026

working
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Performability is calculated using Matlab as shown below:
pairs = 4;
vector = zeros(2^(2*pairs), 1(
alive = zeros(2^(2*pairs), 1(
kresult = sym(ones(2^(2*pairs), 1((
for i = 1:length(kresult(
alive(i) = 0;
for p = 1:pairs
j = mod(floor((i-1)/(4^(p-1))), 4(
if j == 0 %00 - Both Failed
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* (1-R)*(1-C*R) .* 0
elseif j == 1 %01 - Secondary Alive
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* C*R*(1-R)
alive(i) = alive(i) + 1;
elseif j == 2 %10 - Primary Alive
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* R*(1-R)
alive(i) = alive(i) + 1;
elseif j == 3 %11 - Both Alive
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* R^2;
alive(i) = alive(i) + 2;
end
end
% Reward Calculation
% Based on number of actuators alive
% Substitute rewards (simulation results) here !
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if alive(i) == 4
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* 428.385022;
elseif alive(i) == 5
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* 415.105023;
elseif alive(i) == 6
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* 401.825024;
elseif alive(i) == 7
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* 388.545043;
elseif alive(i) == 8
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* 375.265026;
else
kresult(i) = kresult(i) .* 0;
end
vector(i) = i;
end
performability = simple(sum(kresult))

Comparison will be made between the performability of the in-loop model and
the S2A model where the effects of the failure rate (λ), the repair rate (μ) and the
coverage (c) will be studied by trying different practical numbers from the industry. In
order to compare between the two models, the failure rate (λ) used in the in-loop
Model = 4 × failure rate (λ) used in the S2A Model because in the in-loop model
there is one fault-tolerant controller compared to 4 fault-tolerant controllers in the 4
actuators. For example, if λ in-loop = 1/Month, λ S2A = .25/Month.
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The effect of the failure rate λ will be studied first and its effect on performability for
both models as shown in the following case studies graphs.

Figure 30: Performability S2A vs. In-Loop Model case study 1

It can be seen in Figure 30 that at λ in-loop = 1/Month, λ S2A = .25/Month, μa =
μs = 2/month, c = 1, the S2A model has better performability than the in-loop model
in the first 3 months then after t > 3 months the in-loop model starts to perform better.
Note that at the beginning at t = 0, the in-loop model seems to perform better than the
S2A model because the reward of 2 controllers working = 388.53 which is greater
than the reward of the 8 controllers working in the S2A Model which is =
375.265026. Then, the failure rate λ

in-loop

is increased to 2/Month, while λ

S2A

=

.5/Month, μa = μs = 2/month, c = 1, then performability is calculated for the two
models.
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Figure 31: Performability S2A vs. In-Loop Model case study 2

Figure 31 shows that the performability of the S2A Model increases while the
performability of the in-loop model decreases with the increase of failure rate λ. The
same trend is observed when λ increases to 4 / month as shown in Figure 32. It can
also be seen that the cut off point (where both models intersect) occurs earlier with the
increase of failure rate. Therefore, the S2A model has better performablity for short
mission periods than the in-loop model which means that if you would not like to stop
your machine for maintenance or repair then the in-loop would be the one to use.
While if you can afford stopping the machine for maintenance then the S2A would
give a better performability.
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Figure 32: Performability S2A vs. In-Loop Model case study 3

Now, the effect of the Repair Rate μ will be studied and its effect on performability
for both models as shown in the following graphs.

Figure 33: Performability S2A vs. In-Loop Model case study 4
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It can be seen in Figure 33 at λ in-loop = 1/Month, λ S2A = .25/Month, μa = μs =
1/month, c = 1, the S2A model has better performability than the in-loop model in the
first 4.5 months then after t > 4.5 the in-loop model starts to perform better. Then, the
repair rate μ is increased to 2/Month, while λ in-loop = 1/Month, λ S2A = .25/Month, c =
1, then performability is calculated for the two models as shown in Figure 34

Figure 34: Performability S2A vs. In-Loop Model case study 5

It is found that the performability of the S2A Model does not change while the
performability of the in-loop model increases with the increase of the repair rate μ.
The same trend is observed when λ increases to 4 as shown in Figure 35. It can be see
that the repair rate affects the performablity of the in-loop model which is expected
compared to the S2A model where there is no repair as it would be hard to repair the
failure of any of the two controllers as they are integrated together in the same board.
Therefore, it would be better to use the in-loop model if the machine can be repaired
frequently.
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Figure 35: Performability S2A vs. In-Loop Model case study 6

Finally, The effect of coverage c will be studied and its effect on performability for
both models as shown in the following case studies graphs where two value are
chosen for the coverage c=.98, c=.96.

Figure 36: Performability S2A vs. In-Loop Model case study 7
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Figure 37: Performability S2A vs. In-Loop Model case study 8

It is found that the performability of both the S2A and the in-loop models does
not change significantly with the change in coverage c. It can be concluded that small
changes with coverage has a minor effect on the performability compared to the effect
of failure and repair rates.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Meeting time constraint requirement is a major system design requirement in
Networked Control Systems (NCSs) for sensors, controllers and actuators loop.
Different deterministic protocols were studied trying to maintain requirements of
speed and correctness such as Controller Area Network (CAN) and PROFlBUS.
Recently, Ethernet has appeared in the world of wired communication systems being
one of the most widespread, familiar and low cost protocols available. Although
Ethernet is a non-deterministic protocol by nature, researchers in academia and industry
did not stop using the Ether-Channel as a communication medium for control systems
and it was proved to be a very successful protocol. With the use of Ethernet, many
things that were not possible in past implementations of NCS will be enabled such as
interconnecting the industrial floor with the management floor. As a result, This will
help in solving problems such as diagnostic and set-up and more functions can be
added.
Therefore, a direct sensor to actuator architecture (S2A) was proposed in this
research using unmodified switched Fast or Gigabit Ethernet to maintain low end-toend delay. The delay measurements include all types of encapsulation/decapsulation,
propagation and queuing delays. This architecture consists of 16 sensors, 4
actuators and a supervisor node. The supervisor is responsible for monitoring
network behavior by exchanging packets with all the 20 different nodes in the
network. It was shown that this proposed architecture was successful in meeting all
required timing constraints with strict zero packet loss (with no over-delayed packets)
requirements.
The S2A model was then compared to a traditional in-loop architecture with
the same number of sensors and actuators; however this architecture has one controller
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only. The in-loop controller receives packets from the sensors, calculate the control
action and finally sends control packets to the actuators. Both architectures were
studied for Fast and Gigabit Ethernet with and without additional load. Different
scenarios were tested including different links bandwidth (Fast or Gigabit Ethernet)
with or without additional load. The proposed S2A model showed better end-to-end
delay results compared with the previous traditional model including in-loop
controller without additional load.
Additional load was added to both models and it was modeled as a TCP
application with different flat file sizes between the controller/supervisor and an
external node to the networks which represents a maintenance engineer
communicating with the controller/supervisor. This additional load increased the
maximum end-to-end delay for the in-loop model, while did not affect the end-to-end
delay of the S2A model using Fast and Gigabit Ethernet. Using Fast Ethernet, the inloop model delay was increased exceeding the system deadline (which represents a
system failure as it violates the delay constraints of real-time control systems). The
end-to-end delay of the proposed model was not affected by the additional load
because the supervisor node communicates in parallel with the network and with the
external node. While, on the other hand, the delay in the in-loop model was increased
because the controller node works in series with both the network and the external
node.
Two different controller-level fault-tolerant models based on the in-loop and
S2A models were also presented in this research. There are two separate controllers in
the fault-tolerant in-loop model where one of them is active and the other one is in
hot-standby mode. While in the fault-tolerant S2A model, two controllers will be
integrated with an actuator in the same node. It was shown that both of the proposed
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models were successful in meeting all required timing constraints and no packets were
dropped using Fast and Gigabit Ethernet. However, the in-loop fault-tolerant model
performed better in terms of less total end-to-end delay than the S2A fault-tolerant
model in the fault-free situation. This is due to the fact that there are two separate
controllers in the in-loop model compared with 8 controllers (two controllers per
actuator) in the S2A model thus increasing the delay. On the other hand, in the
scenario with the failed controller(s) (one controller in the in-loop model or one
controller from each of the four pairs of integrated controllers in the S2A model), the
S2A model was shown to have less total end-to-end delay. The traffic in the direct
S2A model is sent over one hop compared to the in-loop model where the traffic must
go through an additional intermediate hop via the controller thus increasing the
experienced end-to-end delay. Different scenarios were tested including different link
bandwidths (Fast or Gigabit Ethernet) in both the fault-free scenario and the scenario
with the failed controller(s).
Finally, performability analysis between the two models was studied and
compared using fast Ethernet links relating failure data with reward, depending on the
system state. The reward was considered to be how far is the total end-to-end delay in
each state in each model from the system deadline. The system deadline is taking as
reference because failing to meet this deadline represents a failure of the system in
Networked Control Systems. A case study was presented that simultaneously
investigates the failure on the controller level with reward.
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